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An illuminating look at how to recognize and respect a horse's true character, and the relationship

that can develop from a common understanding.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“a remarkable book with spectacular photography, views of a man who is one with his

horses.Ã¢â‚¬Â• -- American Quarter Horse Journal

The author of the bestÃ¢â‚¬â€œselling Dancing with Horses returns to further explain the intricate

body language of the horse and how humans can best interpret that language to determine a

horseÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s nature and behavior. Through hundreds of progressive photographs, Klaus

Ferdinand Hempfling demonstrates the reading of equine expression and the corresponding human

translation that promotes trust and gentle friendship. His methods can help equestrians approach

relationships with their horses, be they new or old, in a way that promotes mutual understanding

through physical expression, positive energy, and genuine emotion. By learning what to look for,

one knows how to respond, and the process of training a horse becomes a journey rather than a

struggle. Klaus Ferdinand HempflingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first book and accompanying video, Dancing with

Horses, was an international success. He lives in Denmark.

I bought all of Klaus Hempfling's books. This man is the finest horse trainer I have ever come



across. The way he interacts with the horse, the way he teaches how to interact is priceless. I have

never heard of anyone else training horses the way he does. A great book.

If you are interested in learning how to be the best person you can be so that you are able to

communicate with horses on a calm and joyful level then this book is for you. Hempfling is a master

instructor on self-awareness that is the key to life, as well as, horses. I paid an outrageous price for

this book and had put off paying the price for over a year and I would definately spend that amount

again if I had to. It is an indespensible part of his other publications and brings them altogether for a

much more complete understanding of what he does, why he does it, and how you can accomplish

similar results if you want it bad enough.Esther E Zeman

It was time I started to research the next phase of my horsemanship- "natural horsemanship",

although much better treatment ofhorses than thirty years ago, still left me wondering why "it" wasn't

taking into account the imput of the horse- always about the human. Not so with Klaus- WOW!

Please consider the feeling you may have about truly bonding with your horse-through mutual

respect and wisdom. These incredible creatures have existed on this planet a lot longer than we

have-and the healing we receive intheir presence! Klaus offers insight on how working WITH their

imput, physical and behavioral, can show us that we are changed with horse wisdom. True

partnership! Buy this one!

What strikes me the most about this masterpiece, is that it was written in the first place. What great

inspiration and talent one must have to write such a book! How lucky are we that such a book

exists!If you want to learn about yourself, the horses, and the world, this book will be a great asset

to your library. The way in which Klaus writes is unmistakably profound and clear. Moreover, what is

behind the words is even more important. What Klaus shares in the book is his perspective on the

"truth" of not just working with horses, but living life! If something draws you to this book, if a picture

in it makes you look at it twice, then your life has already changed in a way. Meaning that you've

recognized something profound and even more importantly your soul caught a glimpse of what

"could be."

Klaus Hempfling believes that all horses can be divided into 26 types. He has written this book to

show these types and how to train each one. There are lengthy descriptions of each type of horse

as well as explanations of how to train them in detail so that their individual characteristics can be



taken into account. It is a beautifully illustrated book and the DVD that goes with it is worth having

as well. The book is fascinating to read and the sort that will be gone back to many times for

reference.

I find this man delightful in his approach to working with horses. I was taught by rough handed

cowboys in methods to train my horses. I was 16. I learned a lot from my horses and llamas that I

didn't have to be so tough. But to see what horses can do with this man was such a surprise. I will

use these methods from now on. I don't train so much anymore but I have recently purchased a mini

mare to train as my service animal. It will be fun to see how much I learned from his books and

video.

This is the most amazing insights into not only the horse but about human beings and our

behaviours not only with horses but in the world as well. Absolutely recommend it to anyone who

wants to change not just horses lovers but for anyone. Thanks Klaus for being so far ahead of me

so I can catch up.

Product was delivered timely and of good quality. I would consider ordering from them again. a good

source for books.
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